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Shanti Gyan Niketan Senior Secondary Public School is located in the heart of Dwarka. The school
is always provoking their students into high sprits to beat the daily challenges of academic and other
issues of life. The school is founded and managed by Khurana Educational Society since, 1989.

Shanti Gyan Niketan Senior Secondary Public School has taken a challenge to maintain the
students for the right values, creates the awareness of their strengths and weaknesses, make them
able to think creatively so that they become techno savvy and showcase their hidden talent to one
and all. To create the maximum quality in the students the school is developing appropriate
concepts which are integrated in the class rooms and play grounds too.

The whole school is well equipped with total infrastructure facilities to sooth the students in a best
possible  way for their 12 years learning periods in the schools times. They are providing all the
smart classesâ€™ dÃ©cor with computers learning system of teaching aids for all subjects.  A well
maintained library, a swimming pool are also providing the experienced coachâ€™s who instructs
students about various styles of swimming,  a long play ground for playing all outdoor games. And a
separate room is allotted to the students for practicing various cultural activities. At senior classes all
the well managed labs are there for the students to perform practical tests.

Every year the annual results of the school shows the astonishing marks not only in academics but
in various co-curricular activities where this school ranks at the top list in the Dwarka schools.  After
passing out from this school the students will seems in some different colures of their personality. All
the school teachers are coping with their students in the best friendly manner to solve their
maximum problems always.

All the nursery schools in Dwarka are playing the important role to establish childâ€™s personality in
such a way that they themselves are always ready to study more with all enjoyment in their life apart
from their parentâ€™s shelter. The school campus boasts of green lawns, prayer room and all other
basic infrastructural facilities. All air-conditioned class rooms ensuring comfortable learning. Colorful-
cheerful environment, child-friendly games and toys are helping child to listen, discover, imagine,
create, explore and learn.

Various Schools in Dwarka are well located in the areas that are far away from the crowded and
noise free atmosphere for the childrenâ€™s better study and play needs. The schools are well stocked
with books in library having educative and informative study materials for all age groups. All the
schools are providing a high tech computer and science labs to ensure the technical development of
the children. Low student teacher ratio for highly personalized attention is being preferred for all the
classes. Counseling and Assessment with timely Open House Meetings are conducting to update
each student in their study follow ups. You can also avail the air conditioned school transports to ply
 to and fro from the school to your home.
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Manishpaull - About Author:
This article has been written by a school guide of OnlineSchoolAdmissions.Com- a portal that
provides free of cost consultancy to parents and schools for fast and easy online school admission.
Parents can locate a Shanti Gyan Niketan Public School Dwarka or a bgs international school
dwarka from the authentic list of schools and can apply to the schools of their choice online. Parents
can also search for a Nursery Schools in Dwarka according to their choice and can fill up school
application forms online.
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